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Conservationist and naturalist John Lister-Kaye, founder of the Aigas Field Centre, writes about
his life in the glens, the wildlife that surrounds him and the primeval magical exchange that takes
place between man and nature once so central to ancient civilisations. He describes finding the
ruined nineteenth-century estate that is to become Aigas, taking it over and turning it into a
going concern as an Educational Centre, and his own personal motivation, following the Torrey
Canyon oil spillage and natural disasters in the 1960s, to become a conservationist.
Interspersed within the narrative detail are engaging and enlightening descriptions of flora and
fauna. John Lister-Kaye carries the reader very effectively into the minute worlds he observes
and backs up keen scrutiny with facts and figures.SONG OF THE ROLLING EARTH is a notably
entertaining and enlightening addition to the canon of naturalist writing that includes Gavin
Maxwell's RING OF BRIGHT WATER, Henry Williamson's TARKA THE OTTER and the works of
Gerald Durrell.

A personal, finely poetic book, an odyssey of people, places and wild things.―Christopher
Smout, Historiographer Royal in ScotlandLister-Kaye establishes himself as one of the finest
nature writers in the language―SCOTSMANDeeply personal and perceptive...a wonderfully
lyrical book surging with the sheer joy of nature, from Scotland's premier nature writer―Magnus
MagnussonAn environmental classic―SPECTATOR --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorBorn in 1946, John Lister-Kaye worked with celebrated
author Gavin Maxwell on a tiny Hebridean wildlife sanctuary and in 1977 opened the Aigas Field
Centre, the first privately owned field studies centre in Britain. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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Born in 1946, Sir John Lister-Kaye is one of Scotland’s best-known naturalists and
conservationists. He has lectured on wildlife and the environment on three continents and has
served prominently in the RSPB, the Nature Conservancy Council, Scottish Natural Heritage
and the Scottish Wildlife Trust. His Aigas Field Centre, founded in 1977, has won international
acclaim for its environmental education programmes; it continues to welcome study groups from
all over the world. He lives at Aigas with his wife and family.The Aigas Field Centre website can
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our endlessly flexible and accommodating joiner, who, together with Dick and Hugh Bethune,
have given us unstinting support at times when we could not have managed without it. To all of
these I extend my warmest thanks. Since writing this book Dick Bethune has died; he went
quickly and quietly, with no fuss, as in everything he did. He leaves behind him a legacy of
blessed memories perpetually sparked by the presence of his handiwork – the hallmark of
excellence – constantly renewing our gratitude as we go about our daily work.For many years I
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end, with great enthusiasm, Derek Robertson undertook to illustrate the book with its sensitive
woodcuts and drawings. To both I am extremely grateful. Others who have helped include Alan
Samson and Catherine Hill of Time Warner Books, Paul and Louise Ramsay, Martha Crewe,
Magnus Magnusson, Sebastian Skeaping, Amelia Lister-Kaye and Eleo Gordon, all of whom
have generously given of their wisdom and their time to read various drafts of the manuscript.
Norman Gillies of Sabhal Mor Ostaig and Paul Ramsay have helped me grapple with the Gaelic
language, and Robin Noble has steered my inadequate archaeology. Duncan Macdonald, Sarah
Kay and Susan Luurtsema have provided invaluable support by checking out biological and
scientific references. Pat and Alastair MacRae of Craigdhu and Finlay MacRae of Oldtown of
Aigas helped me with MacRae family history, and Giles Foster and the late Hon. Simon Fraser
with references to the Lovat Estate. Duncan Maclean and the late Helen Foucar gave me a
valuable insight into the recent history of the Aigas Estate. I am very grateful to Dr Ieuan Evans
of the National Institute of Health in Washington DC, for helping me grasp some of the
physiological complexities of the human brain. To my daughter Hermione and my wife Lucy, who
have borne the day-to-day brunt of my distraction for so long, my thanks and my
love.PREFACEThis book is about my home in a Highland glen and the wildness of the
mountains and forests, which frame our daily lives. Yet it is far from being a conventional natural
history.A home is much more than the sum of its parts – its people, the geology, climate, the flora
and fauna, however well one may come to know and understand each of those components –
and it can take years to see a broader picture. In that long process one becomes a part of the
place. It shapes your life and you witness it shaping the lives of those who share it with you:
highly personal experiences more to do with the human spirit than with science and history.
Slowly one begins to feel a sense of belonging.I have lived at Aigas for more than twenty-five
years. My four children and three stepchildren have grown up here, in and around the field
studies centre that has been our home. Every day, my wife Lucy and our youngest daughter
Hermione interact with our colleagues and our guests, hundreds of whom pass through our
hands each year. Together we set out to explore the Highland landscape, its people and their
poignant history, its wildlife and the long saga of the land itself. Our aim is to share this special
place with others who care about such things; our reward is to watch it happening. To us all at
Aigas, it has become a way of life.So this book is a journey of discovery; it is an attempt to see
some of the bigger picture we call home.John Lister-KayeHouse of Aigas, January 2003For
Lucy and Hermione, bothA song of the rolling earth, and of words according,Were you thinking
that those were the words, those upright lines? those curves, angles, dots?No, those are not the
words, the substantial words are in the ground and sea,They are in the air, they are in you.WALT
WHITMAN, 1819–92ONEThe First ButterflyThe question of all questions for mankind – the
problem which underlies all others and which is more deeply interesting than any other – is the
ascertainment of the place which man occupies in nature.THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY, 1825–95I
am slumped in a small green boat on a Highland loch. It’s uncomfortable – the seat board snags
my back – but it’s too much effort to move. Around me, above the lochside trees, mountains and



moors jostle to a lost, cloud-churning horizon.It is summer – such as summer is hereabouts.
Birch fronds trail like lace to the watery sky reflected at their feet. Water lilies lap at their own
table, glossy green dinner-plates that encircle me; a loitering breeze nudges the surface with the
silver ruffles of a silk shawl. Gnats hang in vertical ovals, like mobiles, twenty-five to the cubic
foot, nameless – they won’t keep still long enough for me to identify them – dancing their peculiar
rites to a tune only they can hear. Highland darter dragonflies, with bodies the colour of blood,
quarter the lily maze in wing-rattling zigzags, occasionally alighting on my oars, which stick out
from the rowlocks like splinted limbs. Their bulging, multifaceted orbs swivel and tilt. Predatory.
Every nervy jerk is assessing opportunity. I eye them back. Whatever raw instinct is fired by my
fragmented image comes to nothing. They lift off, rattling.I am supposed to be fishing, but it’s too
warm. Anyway, I’m a lousy fisherman. The rod idles across my knees. My dry fly is out there on
the frowning water, miming. The audience is unresponsive; but I’m never bored. Aigas never
dulls. This is a great place to be.I come up here, to the loch, only ten minutes’ walk from the
house, to think. The rod is really an excuse. If someone comes along and asks, ‘What are you
doing?’ and I were to say, ‘Thinking,’ I know I wouldn’t get any peace. But around here fisher men
command respect. They bask in a distinction of their own fabrication: part mystique, a little know-
how, lots of tricky, essential-looking kit, and buckets of hogwash. They catch your eye – a bit like
a Rottweiler does. You hang back. You don’t rush up and hug a fisherman. You watch and
admire. So I take the rod along to fool the world. I come here to let thoughts float in like my fly.
Then I cast them out again and see what comes. Sometimes, just every once in a while, I fool a
trout, too.In 1968 I came to live in the Highlands of Scotland. Two years later I had begun to build
what was to become the first field-studies centre in this beautiful country – a place where people
come to learn about the Highlands. It is beautiful for all its historical grief and contemporary
contradictions, beautiful in its soft melancholy and beautiful in its perplexing cragginess. I was
enchanted by its mystery and uplifted by its hills. I wanted to breathe its quickening, gulp its
tangy air and roll breathless in its wide, whispering tundra – its wildness. I needed to uncover
that paradoxical beauty for myself, to embrace it, and to allow myself to be engulfed by it. I
wanted to belong to it.It felt as though I was coming home, familiar and welcoming in its
intoxication, but exciting and a little frightening, too, like first love. I was sifting through, picking
over its steep forests and clouds and garnering its omnipresent gift of sparkling water like
handfuls of gold and silver coins. I was casting about for its purest sensations as though
collecting shells on a beach, marvelling and pocketing its treasures with a smile. I needed to be
part of the place, to toil here for my survival like the keen-eyed kestrel, shifting from level to level
of bright air, searching my way forward, splitting clean wood, breaking rock by my own hand.
And I hoped to share my spoils with others. I planned to invite strangers to come and join me, to
discover treasure of their own, to reveal something of themselves, as I had.I knew some natural
history, and the Highlands seemed to me to possess it in a way that was essentially different
from the heavily manicured pastoral greenness of my English childhood. In the Highlands in the
1960s many people still lived side by side with nature and they were embraced by it within the



normal rotation of their everyday lives, as still happens in Africa or other parts of the
undeveloped world where interaction with wildlife and wild country is the norm rather than the
exception. They seemed to me to be the richer for it, although I am the first to admit that back in
those early, heady days of learning I had no insight beyond that of my own direct observation.
Much later I was to find that things were almost never what they seemed to be. For now I was a
youth in love with wildness and what I perceived to be the natural world, yet still struggling to
reconcile a handful of uncomfortable, fundamental truths that had coloured my life and my vision
up to that moment. All I really knew was that I was here, I wanted to stay and that I had to find a
way of making that possible. But that, of course, wasn’t the beginning.I have such trouble with
beginnings. I like to be able to place my finger on a particular moment when a thing starts –
touch the spot – but I never can. The deeper the insight I achieve, the fewer answers I seem to
own. After years of blundering about I have come to call it ‘the insight conundrum’. Nature does it
to me all the time. It seems that whatever I explore, whatever I select for scrutiny and study – a
badger, a hermit crab, an insectivorous sundew or a wood wasp, even a brown trout – I always
end up with the same problem. More questions arise than I can possibly answer. I can’t seem to
tie down anything. You think you know the beast or the plant, you stalk it, watch it, plot its ways,
trap it on film, write it down, begin to think like it, fancy you’ve got its measure and – whoops! –
up pop the unanswerable bubbles, like the marsh gas rising around me in the loch, glistening
orbs of surprise loaded with the unknown, bursting unexpectedly. Where did they come from?
Why now? What chemistry vented them, belching out of unmeasured depths of black ooze?
Decomposing plants – yes, we all know that. But which species and for how long have they been
rotting there? How deep …?And what about our feelings? The emotional responses that guide
our actions, colour our days. Keats’s revelation that ‘beauty is truth, truth beauty’ rocks uneasily
on the surface of this loch, like the lilies all round me. Science, in its perpetual search for truth,
often seems to me to be too tightly focused, too quick to deny the spirit. In the chilly process of
analysis beauty is cast aside, discarded. It is a process with which I have always been ill at ease.
And all too frequently my own clumsy attempts at research have seemed to be irrelevant,
leading me nowhere so that I wish I had just accepted my instincts and left it at that.I think about
Bushmen and Aborigines, the Sami or the Inuit – any native people living in direct association
with their natural environment. They all manage to possess an enviable intuition, a depth of
comprehension and appreciation, even prescience, of the natural world without a scrap of data
or any objective control over their observations. A private magic all their own – intuitive,
individual and precious – encompassing what to us are fact, religion, art and culture, to them is
just life, round and full. Perhaps, after all, the insight conundrum is a yearning, a backward
glance.In a few weeks’ time a late summer moon will sink these lilies overnight, exploding their
turbidity, leaving only an untidy scatter of frost-browned stems still to waterlog and sink. I have
no answers. A million blind alleys of unknowledge drift me ever further away from the bank, out
into darker water, away from the comfort of fishermen’s yarns and the surety of knowing what’s
really what, where I’m headed, what I am. We like to think we’re in deep, but we’re really just



dabbling in the marsh.Thinking helps me accept a little, helps me abandon a few alleys, lets
peace slide over me like the bulging, rolling cumuli high above, troubled and restless, but serene
from this distance. The clouds become a philosophical currency with no beginning, no end. They
are dependable, absorbent, forgiving. When I want them they’re always there, spinning eternity,
rolling on like Churchill’s Mississippi, ‘inexorable, irresistible, benignant’. You can give to them
and they always accept. You’re never alone. They thrive on diffidence: no fear of rejection there.
‘Not a cloud in the sky’ doesn’t happen much round here. Too much ocean squeezes us. Clouds
are to the Highlands as canals are to Venice. They belong here. Clouds reeling and rotating with
the hills, taking and handing back: constants, ever-present. Fat, life-giving constants. Great sky-
rollers crashing soundlessly ashore, thundering on to ice-shattered rocks polished smooth by
the rain-wave of millions of rolling centuries. Long ago I came to the conclusion that this is one
hell of a place to live.Whereas moving to the Highlands, by any measure the wildest and
grandest scenery in Britain, and determining what to do when I got here were both conscious
decisions, they were not, in themselves, a beginning. Nor did it suddenly come to me one day
while sitting in the bath that I wanted to run a field centre, or that I wanted to be a naturalist – or
an anything, for that matter. Nor can I honestly say at what stage in my childhood I fell in love
with nature. I know only that early on something began to haul me magnetically towards a
lifelong fascination with the natural world. The insight conundrum writ deep: personal.So, to
come up with a beginning and something of an answer, for myself as much as for anyone else, I
have chosen the small tortoiseshell butterfly, Aglais urticae – the stinging nettle butterfly. This is
a common little insect belonging to the order Lepidoptera – ‘the scaly winged’ (an accurate, if
prosaic, classification for the wondrous riot of inspired design recurrent throughout this group of
insects). By whatever accident of creation, this butterfly unwittingly infiltrated some of my earliest
sequential memories.I was in a large, ancient, rambling Warwickshire manor house with very
long corridors and unused bedrooms which had been mothballed throughout the war years.
Elegant rooms full of glazed cotton chintz and fine porcelain, which had witnessed centuries of
upstairs–downstairs nocturnal high-jinks, were, by 1950, fusty and gloomy behind permanently
pulled, faded sun-blinds; rooms loved but unfulfilled, money present but unspent. But to small
tortoiseshell butterflies and to an inquisitive child they were a delight; places of apparently
secure hibernation for the butterflies and of constant discovery for a small boy. Some of them
were alive. Catching them in clumsy fingers crumpled the exquisite symmetry of their wings.
Then I condemned them to early death by thrusting them into the frosty sunshine to see them fly.
Others were clenched in winter torpor, and I prised their wings apart to reveal the kaleidoscopic
treasury of colour inside, permanently damaging them in the process. Yet others were truly
dead, succumbed, perhaps, to mothballs – in those days omnipresent naphthalene incense
seeped insidiously from every drawer and wardrobe. These were dry and brittle, so that their
wings snapped off in my fingers. Oblivious to the pathos of their plight, the very existence and
ready availability of these butterflies – every room concealed half a dozen – in my childhood
home aroused in me a fascination that is with me to this day. I thirsted to know more about them



then, and I do so yet.Those bungling first encounters with nature were narcotic. At night I
dreamed of a world of gyrating, hovering butterflies of ever greater and more fantastic colours.
Whatever alchemy the small tortoiseshell brewed inside my childhood skull stuck. I have one on
the desk before me as I write, stiff and ragged in death, brought to me yesterday by my ten-year-
old daughter Hermione who, for the present at least, is my co-conspirator in a shared passion.
She found it behind the curtains in my study, desiccated against the window by late summer
sunshine, or just one of the fallen that are thankfully allowed for by nature’s habitual
extravagance. If I raise it to my face and explore one scaly wing – the scales are invisible without
a good lens – I no longer see an insect. I see an arc of the planet, wild, bright and sunlit, as from
a porthole high in space. Simultaneously subtle and startling, the blended hues merge along the
convoluted edge of a nameless continent. I see golden-orange strands dotted with dark volcanic
islands and deep bays with kelp-strewn inlets and reefs fringed with henna and gold, all rimmed
by occasional flashes of bright shell-sand that encircle tiny, shimmering lagoons of jay-wing blue.
Beside its abdomen dark forests cascade to the orange shore, hair-rivers bleeding burnt sienna
silt into the ocean’s edge. When I flip it over to the underwing, the sun has gone. Night envelops
the earth. The same shoreline merges and folds, but dimly etched in charcoal and sepia, lit with
the strange, amber glow of an African moon. When I place it on the desk again only its
immaculate symmetry hands back its name.The daytime delight I found back then in the small
tortoiseshell did not let go. At night I imagined jungles and forests through which I was led on a
journey of discovery by a fearless, invisible and ownerless hand. Slowly I was hatching the
notion that there was something far greater out there to be explored, some immeasurable
Aladdin’s cave to be discovered, mysterious and forbidden and nothing to do with the daily
round of humans such as my parents. I began to view the world as a conspiracy of decorum
perpetrated by adults, a world of propriety – manners and teacups and a desire to keep me
clean and neat and tidy and well away from anything really interesting. They didn’t seem to
understand that there were secrets to expose and riddles to unravel, stones to roll back, chilling
labyrinths to explore.By the time I was ten I had poked my nose into the private lives of most
things that ran, slithered, flew or grew in the English post-war countryside. Collections expanded
around my bedroom in order of childish appeal: birds’ eggs, moths and butterflies, bones and
feathers, as well as such less appealing items as little boxes of roe deer droppings, sprouting
hairy mould; owl pellets with their mysteries painstakingly picked out from the fur wad – mouse
incisors, shards of bone and claw; and, my prize collected on a river bank, a pike’s jaw – sinister
and snapping even in cartilaginous death.From time to time my mother remonstrated, pulling a
face and saying, ‘Surely you don’t want this?’ Between forefinger and thumb she held well away
from her the dried husk of a great crested newt, as flat as a bookmark, carefully peeled from the
road. I had to guard my treasures. What she couldn’t comprehend, what was wholly beyond her
genteel domestic ken, was that these shells of once-pulsating life, these fragments of truth, were
the clues with which I planned to crack the riddle. They were keys to the dark tunnels down
which I had begun to grope my way, the first tentative tesserae of a vast and noble mosaic, epic



and inspirational, the scope of which I had barely glimpsed.Outside, meanwhile, a menagerie of
patient and long-suffering, ill-tamed wildlife consumed my every waking hour, their plaintive cries
sinking with me into my private jungle at night. Mostly these were tragic creatures, injured or
orphaned, rescued or donated, which came and went all too rapidly in my eager care. Weasels,
badger and fox cubs, roe deer fawns, baby grey squirrels of shot parentage, road-casualty
hedgehogs, wind-blown rooks, magpies filched from the nest, a one-winged raven, turtle dove
squabs, tawny owlets like tennis balls, kestrels, and tanks of newts, toads, frogs, lizards, slow
worms and grass snakes. I discovered the pathos of the common finale of all keepers of wild
creatures – mornings of death, stark in the cage. Many would have died anyway, slowly and
doubtless in great suffering, of starvation or eaten alive by predators, maggots or scavengers. I
learned early that nature gives no quarter. Even now I like to fancy that my intervention, although
frequently unsuccessful, achieved something nobler than just adding the stress of captivity to
their woes. These were not pets. Guinea pigs, budgerigars and tortoises did not interest me in
the least. What drew me to these broken shards of nature was their very wildness, the gleaming
eye, the defiant hiss, the snapping jaw. Through them I was able to imagine what it might be like
to be wild and free – to be a weasel hunting a wood mouse, a kestrel surfing fine air. My
reputation seemed to draw them in until finally education caused my remarkably tolerant parents
to call a halt. ‘We must help him to grow out of all this’ was an aside I overheard and which I
could not comprehend. I lay awake at night, as the Bible says, ‘pondering these things privily in
my heart’.The fishing has served its purpose. It’s going to rain. I may as well pack it in. I begin to
reel in. The eared willows rimming the loch come alive. A troop of long-tailed tits weaves tapestry
into each thicket. Their thin cries are barely audible as a simpering wind flutters in the silver-
green weft. I watch them shuttling from bough to bush, seeming to lead each other forward so
that they progress in a jerky, undulating stream as though pulled on threads. I take up the oars to
follow them. Rain spots stipple the water and ricochet from the waxen lily leaves. Clouds are
thronging now, dark nimbostratuses bowed with mood, stumbling forward as if forced by a
snowplough. Darkness spreads over the water like a plague. They say if you don’t like the
Highland weather, wait five minutes. They’re right. The loch sizzles, gently frying for a moment or
two. Water runs to the end of my nose. I begin to wish I’d brought a coat. A bitter eddy skirts the
boat like a shiver and rattles in the willows. I can feel the nudge of it on the bows. And then it’s
gone. I reel in.When I look up again backlit cumulonimbuses, jubilant with whiteness, come
roaring in from the high moors, swirling wildly. They shout and jockey, shouldering up to the
departing darkness, like the stags in these hills see off contenders in the rut, swamping them in
power and authority. I reel in. Yellow light bursts through. Patches of brilliant cornflower blue –
just enough to patch a sailor’s trousers with, so they say – startle me as they diffuse across the
water beside me, burnishing the lily leaves to a patina too bright to look at.The sun is hot on my
face. I screw up my eyes, still idly reeling in. Suddenly my arm jerks. The rod is almost snatched
from my hand. I snatch back. Adrenaline surges at both ends of the line, muscles screaming like
sirens. It is a shared truth: the trout and me. Both hearts alarming, both shocked into red alert. I



am scrambling to my feet. Damn it all! Two and a half hours of fruitless casting and just when
you’re not trying, wallowing in neutral, mind on clouds and long-tailed tits – anywhere but on
fishing. I’m all set to go home and wham!Something in the tuggy trail of the fly has fired this trout
to strike. Behind the inscrutable eye something snapped. In a surge of predatory reflex he has
curved up to the clouds and mouthed his fate to the sky. Instantly he knows his mistake. Chitin’s
crunchy tang and the sweet abdominal juices of nature are replaced with pure artifice: feather,
bristle, fuse wire and steel. Trout can’t spit. Away he goes, reel rasping like a corncrake, line taut
as a blade, and I’m struggling to balance with the tip of the rod arcing down, bucking from side to
side. Oh, yes! This is a trout.By another trick of fate, for a few years before I was sent off to
school, I had fallen in with a countryman; a man so old that he didn’t mind talking to a small boy.
For fifty-nine years he had been a gamekeeper, a paid killer of all that I held dear. I first met him
plucking Brussels sprouts sugared with morning frost; his leather fingers tossed them in twos
and threes into a trug of leeks, just pulled. I stood watching him, not afraid to be there, just to
speak first.Bob wore his age in a way that entirely denied his youth. It seemed to me that there
could never have been a spring in his step, never a skip or a jump, no flush of excitement
warming that ancient, grizzled pallor. Slow and stoical, he was serving out his days as a
gardener. A lifetime of wandering the woods on his own had left Bob at odds with his fellow men.
If he had ever smiled he had long forgotten the trick. In its place was a grimaced gesture, a token
showing of tar-stained teeth; a scowl which belied the kindness he showed to Snap, his arthritic
mongrel, and to me. He had an old black bicycle with a wicker basket at the front where Snap sat
tied by a length of binder twine, and always a thick hessian sack neatly folded over the crossbar.
For weeks I wondered what the sack was for. One day I found him sitting under a thorn hedge in
the pouring rain. The sack was over his shoulders, a corner held up to shelter the dog under his
arm. His pipe downturned, he told me: ‘Why d’ y’ think, lad? To keep off the bloody rain!’He
smelled of tobacco and leaf-mould, earth-rich and friendly, the same as the potting shed where
he sat drinking sweet tea from an enamel mug, breaking bits of his biscuits for Snap. I never saw
him without his greasy tweed cap. His old tweed jacket had holes at the elbows where the lining
poked through, frayed and pinstriped. His trousers were navy serge such as postmen and
railway porters wore in those days; below them scratched leather gaiters were buckled on to
bulky, once-black army boots with hobnails and steel heel plates that clicked on stone and
cobbles – free issue to the Home Guard. His once-white flannel shirt had no collar, just a
studless opening at his prominent Adam’s apple over which the skin sagged in tidy, parallel
terraces. His face was at once fascinating and repugnant. The outdoor life had tanned him to
leather, but to a leather ill-kept and weary with abuse, like some old item of harness. His face
was expressionless yet suffused with anger and madness, neither of which had ever quite
surfaced. There was a double gap in his bottom teeth, just left of centre, through which his pipe
protruded as though those teeth had been plucked out for the purpose. His lower eyelids
fascinated me; they hung away from the hazy opacity of his eyeballs, allowing bloodshot lagoons
to lie there, waiting to spill. But those eyes, dimmed now, had watched and seen and learned all



down those long pipe-sucking years of manic destruction, saying little, forgetting nothing.Bob
Bryson was ripe pickings for a boy entranced by nature. From Bob I was to learn fast – and
shockingly, for there was no grain of compassion left in his soul. He never hesitated to stab his
fork into a twitching molehill, plucking the impaled mole into the light, swimming tragically on a
prong, bright blood oozing on to black velvet like a murder in a club smoking-room. ‘He’ll not
miss that one,’ he would mutter. (I never dared ask who He was.) Or to poke out magpies’ nests
with a long stick so that the hatchlings, naked and reptilian, with blind, bulging eyeballs the
colour of plums, snagged floppily through the thorns to the ground. Killer he was, but he was
also a natural historian of great perception with none of the benefits of education or even literacy
– I only once saw him write his name in a slow, looping pencil script, stopping in the middle,
laboured and unsure. If killing was his trade it was so in a world of far greater abundance of
wildlife and habitat than we know now. Yet he was wise enough to know that what was
happening elsewhere, beyond the swing of his life’s scythe, was not good. ‘Look ’ere, boy,’ he
confided, jabbing his pipe stem at a dark, blotchy moth on a sooty tree trunk, ‘this ’ere is the
peppered moth, leastways it bloody should be. When I were a lad it were all silver and speckles,
like its name, but then so were the oak and elm bark it sits on so that y’ couldn’t see the bugger.
But now, because of bloody Birmingham belching smoke at us all bloody day, the bark is black
and to survive the moth has to match, else some bloody bird’ll come by and pick it off. Shows it’s
not daft! Eh, boy? What d’ you think?’What old Bob, thought by clods to be a clod, didn’t know in
his pipe-pointing, laconically eloquent, hessian-and-hedgerow sagacity, was that the peppered
moth was already a biological phenomenon enjoying distinction. To this day it is one of the
classic examples of industrial adaptation. He was not alone in giving it credit. It had been first
recorded around Manchester in 1848, sporadically spreading or spontaneously occurring in
other heavily carbon-polluted areas across the country. When, several years later, I met it in
biology textbooks as a case study in polymorphism, I relived our sharp moments of discovery. I
glowed with pride that, long before, we had discovered these things for ourselves.Thank you,
Bob; wherever you are now. Not one minute of all those hours’ peering and pondering with you
was wasted. ‘Don’t ask so many bloody daft questions, boy. Look for yourself and you’ll see soon
enough. There’s little you can’t discover biding your time and watching.’ Bob has never made it to
the past. He is with me now as then.Later, other truths began to close in on me. The wide-eyed
boyhood idyll was waning. The dream-jungle now held fear, pools of blackness where
unimagined dangers lurked. The guiding hand was gone and loneliness descended, fog-like,
chill and cloying. Something harder-edged was creeping in, unease gradually dawning: the awful
genesis of an understanding of man’s relentless and universal impact on wild nature. It was the
beginning of an ecological awareness that, a few years earlier, far away on another continent,
Aldo Leopold had paradoxically labelled ‘a life of wounds’.As I reflect upon how my early interest
in nature bears down on this tale, I become increasingly aware that my school years and their
values – the values I was sent there to receive – are a part of me still. The block of early years
from when a child ceases simply to receive impressions without question until he or she



emerges at the other end questioning virtually everything is a period of great psychological
absorbency. It is not so much the knowledge one is fed that sticks – I never did manage to learn
the dates of kings and queens or my nine times table – as the manner in which that knowledge is
presented. I find it remarkable forty years later that I can recall in intricate detail the interiors of
rooms, the clothes individuals wore, the petty rules and the singular expressions used by my
peers, and yet much of the substance I was there to learn quickly evaporated. It is a signal
lesson in natural history and in animal behaviour. The most vital information to retain is the way
to react to testing situations; acquiring fitness for survival other than that already present in our
complement of genes. In human terms, how to behave. For all the application of analysis and
critical faculty and for all my professed independence of spirit I cannot block out those early
imprinted values, nor can I erase their presence at the very core of my perception.When I was
sent away to a prep school to board with scores of apparently similar boys from apparently
similar backgrounds I was astonished to discover that I was unusual – even abnormal. At the age
of nine nobody else had a working understanding of British natural history; most were profoundly
bored by it and others found it repulsive or a cause for ridicule and scorn. At thirteen I
progressed to a much larger school. My life was to change entirely. Now there were hundreds of
boys, of whom many seemed at first to be grown men. I had not mixed with eighteen-year-olds
before. They were tall with growly voices, they shaved and all wore tweed suits with waistcoats
and long trousers. Most alarming of all, some of them strode about with the air of gods in flowing
black academic gowns, as, bewilderingly, did the teaching staff, some of whom looked every bit
as youthful, if not more so. As if this were not enough, the very first initiation (or was it
intimidation?), on day one, was chapel.In an awkward gaggle, struggling uncomfortably with our
new uniforms and stiff, separate starch collars fumblingly attached with studs, some seventy of
us new boys (Plebs, we were called) were led to our pews allocated in ‘houses’. I was in Stanton;
branded, as it were, for life, although what arbitrary process planted me there I never discovered.
Three hundred and eighty males briskly and silently filed in and took their places around us with
military familiarity, all wearing expressions of mildly bored sufferance; their compulsory presence
accepted without any hint of enthusiasm. We were at the front. I remember wondering if I dared
look round. A flurry of gowned and hooded masters swept in to their pews and finally the
headmaster stalked solemnly to his place at the front. The chaplain uttered some comfortable
words. Then the organ swelled into the prelude to ‘Jerusalem’.This was baptism not just by fire,
but by thunder and lightning. Nowhere else in my fifty years on this earth have I ever been
trapped in the midst of almost four hundred either potential or actual lusty rugger players packed
tightly into a confined space all trying to out-yell one another in the rousing words of that all-
defining hymn. It was like the whole of Cardiff Arms Park with the Welsh twenty points ahead in
the last five minutes of the game, all crammed into a small parish church. ‘… Bring me my
arrows of des-ire.’ What in the name of God’s breakfast were they? ‘O clouds unfold!’ My whole
world was unfolding, right there. Was this a call to arms? What was coming next – a crusade?
Were we all to rush out and crush some hapless tribe, to return in triumph, their heads on



spears? Nothing in my love of England’s green and pleasant land had prepared me for
this.Chapel was to happen every day of every term, twice on Sundays. This was the stuff of
Empire; bags of nationalistic moral roughage being rammed home so that we came to live on it.
Morning Prayer: the Venite, the Te Deum, the Jubilate Deo – all word-perfect in a few weeks,
navy-blue Psalters lying untouched, and then the roar of nine hundred identical leather soles
and heels shuffling to sit down as a gowned god flowed to the lectern. ‘… Here endeth the
lesson.’ Oh, no, it didn’t! It was not to end for another five years, by which time it was data:
conditioning, given like medicine, taken religiously by us all. Amen.What I did not know, and had
certainly not been a consideration in sending me to that school, was that it lay in the midst of an
eight-hundred-acre coastal National Nature Reserve. I am sure that at the age of thirteen I had
no idea what such a thing was, but to my delight and astonishment I quickly found that we were
released into entirely unsupervised freedom in our free time. On Saturday afternoons and
evenings and all day on Sundays after chapel I was free to explore its damp, ferny woods and
wild, lonely headlands.The Axmouth–Lyme Regis Landslip on the south Devon coast is one of
the most remarkable geological phenomena in Britain. In his exhaustive tome A Textbook of
Geology, published in 1882, that irrepressible Victorian Sir Archibald Geikie FRS, whose stark
evidence appears later in my Highland story, records the Landslip:In the year 1839, after a
season of wet weather, a mass of chalk … slipped over a bed of clay into the sea, leaving a rent
three quarters of a mile long, 150 feet deep and 240 feet wide. The shifted mass, bearing with it
houses, roads and fields, was cracked, broken and tilted in various directions.That Christmas
Eve at around midnight a vast chunk of clifftop farmland broke free and slid quietly and gently
towards the sea, coming to rest as an islet known as Goat Island, separated from the new chalk
cliff by a deep chasm. A whole southern English estate had effectively parted company with the
world of agriculture and human influence and slipped away in the night to do its own thing. It was
a geological splinter group. A scion of prehistoric England, breaking free. Part of the slipped land
comprised wheat fields, already sown. The following summer they were harvested by hand in
front of crowds of, some say, ten thousand onlookers. It became a great Victorian spectacle
drawing tourists from all over Britain and a Mecca for fossil enthusiasts who crawled over the
ammonite-decorated lias beds and chipped gleaming sharks’ teeth out of virgin chalk
terraces.Slowly, as tourist interest in the land receded and it was abandoned because of its
inaccessibility, nature reasserted its authority. Dominant ash woods began to cover the lost fields
and exposed rocks and soils. A riot of undergrowth and wildlife invaded its cracks and fissures. It
scrolled back ten thousand years, sloughing off the now-forgotten relics of man’s activities. The
cottages fell to rubble and disappeared beneath nettles and fireweed. Bramble jungles closed
over the stranded farm tracks and the wheat fields sprouted unkempt crops of their own. It went
gloriously wild – for a hundred and twenty years nature romped unimpeded across its
abandoned terraces.It was into this extraordinary Robinson Crusoe wilderness that I strode,
wide-eyed, flushed with excitement, in 1959. In Elaine Franks’s exquisitely illustrated sketchbook
The Undercliff (1989), a moving foreword by John Fowles precisely mirrors my own



experience:on a fine summer’s day the Undercliff is … a triumphant denial of contemporary
reality, an apparently sub-tropical paradise … not a roof to be seen, not a road, not a sign of
man. It looks almost as the world might have been if man had not evolved, so pure, so unspoilt,
so untouched it is scarcely credible, so unaccustomed that at times its solitudes may feel faintly
eerie.For five unfettered years I was to be given the run of this remarkable woodland. I was
eventually to depart that place with the Greek alphabet more or less intact but persistently in the
wrong order, with mathematics a wholly impregnable fortress, and with a well-honed facility to
duck and weave to the ruthless jungle-lore of a boys’ public school.In their beneficent wisdom
my parents could not have chosen a school more appropriately suited to a child of the
backwoods. That they had no idea the Landslip existed, nor of its potential relevance to their
son, smacks of fate. What they could never have guessed and almost certainly did not want was
that it would finally concrete in place a passion for nature that was already strong. Sometimes
these things just happen. As Bob was always telling me, ‘That’s the way of it, lad, and there’s
nowt y’ can do about it.’My inheritance was not propitious. My father was an engineer busy
expanding a quarrying empire, my grandfather the co-founder of a multinational cement
manufacturing company and my family heritage throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries was one of mining the West Yorkshire coalfield. Industry’s messy trail ran thickly in my
blood. If I am guilty of fighting away from it, it was not premeditated. As a young adult I accepted
family inducements and pitched in – euphemistically labelled a ‘management trainee’. To gain
experience I was sent to Swansea, or rather to work in Port Talbot on the South Wales coast:
steel town. One did not live in Port Talbot, one lived in Swansea, in sight of, but set apart from,
the mess.Sir Henry Bessemer (1813–98) was the grand old man of steel smelting (although the
invention of the Bessemer process was not his – it had been worked out in the USA a decade
before it was introduced to Britain in 1856), but he was not an environmentalist. No such thing
existed throughout the heady century and a half of British industrial expansion. Environmental
considerations were not included in life’s equation. It was of no concern at all that the system for
producing low-carbon steel by using coke as the reducing agent and blasting it with oxygen was
pure poison to the atmosphere. The sea was big and the sky was bigger. ‘Moab is my washpot
and out over Edom do I cast my shoes’ was what we had all been taught. Rivers and streams
were simply drains for the disposal of any waste.From my bedroom in Swansea, safely tucked
away on the other side of Swansea Bay, the broad night sky flickered with vermilion fire as the
blast furnaces erupted their toxic oxides into the atmosphere. Every day when the coke ovens
opened and spewed their molten contents to be doused with cooling water, vast steam clouds
billowed upwards, laced with their invisible cocktail of sulphur and nitrogen. For miles around
Port Talbot the skeletons of trees groped at the poisoned sky: ‘bare ruined choirs where late the
sweet bird sang’. Margam Marshes, the salt marsh that surrounded Europe’s largest steel hot
mill, had once been one of the great wetlands of Britain. For thousands of years Margam had
been a marshalling ground for tens of thousands of wildfowl and wading birds – ducks, geese,
dunlin, curlew, snipe and many more – for breeding, feeding, dabbling, diving, roosting,



moulting, displaying and for haggling, whistling, piping and crying the rare and singular music of
wild mudflats and marshes. For overwintering it was a natural haven of tidal runs and cuts, salt
marsh and brackish ponds, rushes, sedges, salicornia and zostera grass beds and invertebrate-
rich ooze stretching as far as the eye could see. ‘The sea is his and he made it: and his hands
prepared the dry land.’When I arrived in the mid-sixties all I found was ochre scum on stagnant
pools stretching for miles, rank, muddy and senile, right out to the Bristol Channel. Nothing
moved. No insects hummed in the dead straw-like rushes, even sparrows and starlings kept well
clear of the spreading murk. Solitary carrion crows hurried across an empty sky. It rankled. It was
‘bloody Birmingham belching bloody smoke’ all over again, but on a scale the like of which
neither Bob nor I had ever dreamed. Happily, Bob would never know.The task was interesting,
the company often stimulating, but the spirit was choking. I was eclipsed by industry’s stark
images, its armour of unreasoned priority over every other consideration, its single-minded
despoliation. It was like an act of war, waged ceaselessly, day after day, decade upon decade,
against entirely benign forces of nature of which I had come to see myself as an inseparable
part. I was not experiencing the present. As awful awareness passed over me like the rank
clouds of sulphur dioxide above, I began to see that I had arrived in an inevitable future. The
process was unstoppable: progress equals profit equals industry equals pollution, so help me
God. This is what Bob had glimpsed and I had been too young to understand. Lifeless Margam
and the yellow scum were where we were all heading. For the first time I think I began to
understand the ways of the white man.This is some fish. I have played him for ten minutes now.
He has hauled me clear of the lilies, towed the boat out into open water. But there’s no sight of
him yet, just a line slicing the water like an incision. Now closer, then panicking and ripping away
again towards the deepest hollow of the loch, perhaps where he will have harboured below the
long winter ice, a safe sepulchral darkness lurking in his memory like a familiar church.The rush
is over. I am steady again. I begin to feel sorry for him. The challenge now is to get him into the
boat without harming him and to set him free. I’m a hopeless predator as well as a lousy
fisherman. It isn’t that I can’t kill, simply that I don’t want to any more. I did once, aplenty, and
never found it a contradiction to my love of nature, but gradually the fervour waned, like colour
seeping out of an old photograph. You get too close; think too deep. There are predators enough
out there, thinking and unthinking. Nature doesn’t need me any more. I can be excused. I’m
better with clouds.He tires now and I can reel in again, gently, so that I don’t panic him. He
comes easily and I rest him as he approaches the boat. I can see his mouth breaking the
surface, agape, as if he’s gulping air, although he’s probably just easing the strain on his aching
jaw. I lower the net into the water – gently, gently … slowly … mustn’t splash – and tease the rod
tip over towards the submerged net. I can see him now, on his side, exhausted and bewildered.
Then he rallies. He arcs downward out of sight again, line snarling out. I let him go. It won’t be for
long. He can’t fight the constant tug of the line tipping him skyward. I have stolen his neutral
buoyancy. He’s like a ship now, bows up, always heading back to the surface, away from his
friendly deeps. Here he comes again, slower this time. He’s near the end. I can see his eye-



bead, fixed and glassy, and the olive sheen of his back – and he’s in. Without knowing it he has
swum over the landing net gripped in my left hand and he’s mine. He surges again, flicking wildly
in mid-air, but it’s too late. First his buoyancy and now his leverage, both gone.On the bottom of
the boat he flaps and gapes for a second or two before I grasp him firmly and twist the barb from
his upper jaw. Luckily it hasn’t torn. He is undamaged. The puncture will close as quickly as a
snag on your finger. I lie him on one hand, praying he won’t flip again. I pick the nylon mesh away
from his two dorsal and three ventral fins and then a pectoral on either side, always the last to
free. The boat bows to the water as I lean over. He’ll be fine, although the incident is twice
logged. He is a wiser fish, the harder to take again, and one I shall not forget. I take a last look,
sliding him into the loch with both hands and holding him steady as he readjusts his swim
bladder and reassembles his cold, fishy wits. He is beautiful, plain lovely, about three and a half
pounds. Not huge, but good and chunky, living treasure, as satisfying as a cash reward – a fish
to be proud of. I’m reluctant to part with him just yet. I eye him like a brain scanner, grasping the
moment and sealing him in. I’m gem-struck. This muscular thong of slippery genes I am holding
is three hundred and fifty million years old. This fish has swum to my loch all the way from the
Devonian, two hundred million years before the first dinosaurs set a ponderous reptilian foot
ashore. This fish is old, old, old. God rewards success with neglect. Trout have been trout for
most of that time because they are so damnably good at being trout. The same DNA pulling my
image into that dark pool of an eye, the loch within a loch, got caught, speared or netted, was
held and eaten by Australopithecus, Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon fishers in their time. He is a
gaping, flexing, quivering triumph of evolution. A prize for any man. Salmonids, his family, only
got to be where they are by being experts, exquisitely honed to the finest tolerances for survival.
I feast my eyes over his glossy side and full, curving belly. He is an orange pip, my trout,
ergonomically designed to shoot forward just as the pip does, squeezed between your fingers.
This means he can lie in a current and the forces of the stream hold him static with minimal
energy spent. His fins and his tail keep him right. They are his steerage, trim and weave. His tail,
as tall at the tip as his body depth, is the power. The whole ventral musculature is laid down in
the vertical plane to charge that tail with extravagant flip. But his art lies as much in his colour as
his unthinking hydrodynamics. He is, after all, a predator too, not just of flies on the surface, but
of just about every swimming and floating organism, animal or vegetable, which happens across
his vision – including his own small fry. Cannibal. (Ferox is the word fishermen use to describe
big old cannibal trout, snag-toothed and much bigger than this one.) Nature gives no quarter. If
tiny trout fry are foolish enough to venture away from cover, out of the weed and lilies, to expose
themselves to the lurking dangers of the deeper water, they will be taken.His back is dark olive,
as dark as my khaki shirt, but with an underglow of amber and as smooth as a bottle. From
above he is a slip of shadow, a quivering stick, a wave of slender weed. But on his flanks he
wears an array of finery irregularly sprinkled on in stipples and stabs of colour stolen from a
Seurat canvas. As his slippery skin warps around the orange-pip curvature of his flanks, so it
diffuses quickly to the patina of old silver pitted along his whole length with spots of red as



striking as a robin’s breast, or marsh-marigold ochre, gin-bottle green and tropical aquamarine.
His eye is a golden ring with a bead of jet set darkly and knowingly at its absorbent, unblinking
core. Does it ever sleep, I wonder, that lidless eye? And what about mid-winter, in the numbing
cold trapped far below a lid of ice ten inches thick? Is it still watching in torpor, with that
saturnine, limpid stare? It’s the insight conundrum again. The insides of his gills flare the colour
of rowan berries.My fingers sense a quickening in the soft of his belly and before I know it, he is
gone. A ripple of gentle power rings the surface as the tip of his tail glides slowly, almost
disbelievingly, down and away. Leverage and buoyancy fully restored. He is wild and
free.TWOThe Torrey CanyonA selfish and blind preoccupation with material interests has
caused us to reduce this cosmos, so marvellous to him with eyes to see it, to a hard, matter-of-
fact place.ABBÉ DAVID, 1826–1900At 2.30 a.m. on Saturday, 18 March 1967 fifty-nine-year-old
Captain Pastrengo Rugiati turned in for bed. His ship was making good time across the Bay of
Biscay in weather that was uncomfortable but not threatening. He scribbled a message to his
chief officer, Silvano Bonfiglia, to call him when the Scilly Isles came into radar range. He slept
soundly.His ship was called the Torrey Canyon, laden with one hundred and twenty thousand
tons of crude oil from Mena al Ahmadi in the Persian Gulf, bound for the BP refinery at Milford
Haven on the Pembrokeshire coast. She was one of the largest ships in the world, only sixty feet
shorter than the great liner Queen Elizabeth, and one of a new breed of super-tanker whose
capacity had been almost doubled in size by the insertion of a new middle section in Japan only
two years before.At 5 a.m. Bonfiglia turned on the scanner. The Scillies came into range at 6.30
a.m., about twenty-five miles ahead on the port bow. He thought they should pass the islands to
the west, on the seaward side, so he altered course placing them dead ahead. It was not his job
to take major navigational decisions, so he telephoned the captain’s cabin and reported the
position. To Bonfiglia’s surprise Captain Rugiati instructed him to resume the original course
because he planned to pass the Scillies to the east. He did as he was told. Captain Rugiati had
only once sailed inside the islands, between the Scillies and the Cornish coast, seventeen years
previously and in a much smaller ship.At 6.55 a.m. the captain appeared on the bridge. He
confirmed his instructions and ordered his helmsman to steer the ship to the east. He was in a
hurry to get his tanker into Milford Haven to catch the evening tide. By passing the Scillies to the
east he could save half an hour. At 8.18 a.m., knowing it was too late to alter course to the west,
the captain took a second decision to pass between the Scillies and their outlying, notorious
Seven Stones rocks. They are clearly marked by a light-ship, which lies seven miles north-east
of St Martin’s Head in the Scillies and fifteen miles to the west of Land’s End.At 8.46 a.m. the
duty watch on board the Seven Stones light-ship could scarcely believe his eyes. A huge ship
was steaming up from the south, heading straight for the rocks. He raised the alarm, and
warning rockets were fired immediately. At 8.48 a.m. the captain shouted to his helmsman to
‘Come hard left’. At 8.50 a.m. she struck. The vast tanker had run aground on Seven Stones at
full steam ahead, just fifteen miles west of Land’s End, the toe of Cornwall.I was thankful I didn’t
have to go to work that day. I stayed in bed until after nine o’clock. I was playing rugby in Llanelli



that afternoon and I was in no hurry. The radio blurted inconsequentially until, at about 9.30 a.m.,
the music was interrupted by a news flash that a ship had gone aground off Land’s End. I
remember thinking how close that was out across the grey waters of the Bristol Channel. As I
drove to Llanelli it was no more to me than another blustery day.The wind, running from the
north-west, freshened all day, rising to twenty-five miles an hour, gusting to gale force eight on
the Beaufort scale. It was to blow itself out within the next twenty-four hours, but for the Torrey
Canyon and her cargo of oil that was too late. She was firmly aground and badly holed; the huge
slick that slid from her fractured hull was eight miles long by nightfall that Saturday. That night the
radio coverage told of a major drama beginning to unfold.On Sunday fourteen members of her
crew were taken off by the St Mary’s lifeboat, another nine by helicopter winch and a further nine
in a courageous last-ditch attempt by the lifeboat before conditions became so hazardous that
they were forced to withdraw. This left only the captain and his four principal officers on board.
By Monday the storm had passed; the sea was calmer with only a moderate swell and no wind. It
began to look as though the ship could be hauled off the rocks and a major disaster averted.
Salvage experts and tugs assembled and there was positive talk about a successful rescue. But
it was short-lived. As preparations for a big tow progressed, gas evaporating off the crude oil was
building up below decks. The ship’s generators had to be turned off to avoid an electrically
sparked explosion. A salvage engineer went to the engine-room to make an inspection and
when he opened the door it blew. The violent blast injured seven men, two were blown
overboard into the sea. It ripped a hole eighteen feet square right through the three steel decks
above the engine-room. The salvage engineer, although recovered from the sea, was dead. It
was the beginning of the end. On Tuesday, 21 March the Torrey Canyon was abandoned,
although the salvage saga was to run for a further eight days before she was declared a total
loss. By then the action of the increasingly heavy seas and the tugs pulling at her stern had
broken her in two, releasing a further thirty thousand tons of oil into the sea. At its worst, once
the ship had broken into three, the slick measured thirty-five miles long by twenty miles wide –
eight hundred and seventy-five square miles of oil.It was Britain’s first major oil spill. The country
was ill prepared and inexperienced. The Royal Navy cleared the area of all shipping. Attempts
were made to set fire to the slick offshore by bombing raids from eight RAF Buccaneer jets.
Dense black smoke rose eight thousand feet into the air. To keep the fires burning, twenty-six
Hunter fighter jets roared in, two at a time, dumping their under-wing fuel tanks containing a
hundred gallons of jet fuel on to the wreck and the slick. This was only partially successful, the
fires lasting for only about four and a half hours. The next day, bombing was resumed, this time
napalm. Rockets were used to open up the wreck. The bombing continued for three days.
Altogether 161 1000-pound bombs, 11,000 gallons of aviation fuel, 3000 gallons of napalm and
16 rockets were dumped, loosed off or fired at the wreck. The Torrey Canyon had been
destroyed. She finally sank from view a month later. Those tactics have never been deployed
since.By now the saga gripped the whole nation. For me, perhaps just because it was so close –
or perhaps not – it was much more than a front-page drama. It felt curiously prescient in a way



that nagged and persisted, like a cold coming on. I kept the radio permanently tuned, anxious
not to miss a report, almost as if I were expecting to hear my name mentioned. I viewed the
television coverage with chilling, tingling dismay. Nothing I had seen or heard in the news reports
told me that we were facing a major environmental disaster. I just knew it. It seems obvious now,
but back then we had no direct experience; such terms were not in common use.The spillage of
crude oil is a post-war problem, but by the mid-sixties, although marine pollution was being
widely discussed by scientists, there had been very few major spills, and as far as the general
public was concerned, it was not a big threat. We all knew about tar cropping up on beaches, but
most people, if they ever thought much about it at all, passed it off as an inevitable consequence
of the war years, like concrete and barbed wire, which would eventually, somehow, go away.I
was no stranger to death. Old Bob had shown me most things dead so that I came to know their
anatomy intimately. Wandering along beaches, I had often found oiled bird corpses and shaken
my head with complicit acceptance. Margam Marshes had hardened me, forcing me to accept
that there was a price attached to progress. I enjoyed a car and the mobility which enabled me to
escape up country to the hills at weekends. I had accepted that some losses were inevitable.
Besides, a few individual seabirds here and there from the tens of thousands that come surface-
skimming across the waves to breed every spring did not seem to be a pressing concern –
losses allowed for like the small tortoiseshells and Bob’s moles. But there were others more
experienced who had seen the emergent dangers and were worried.Even as the Torrey Canyon
was heading for the rocks, the Norwegian explorer Thor Heyerdahl was constructing a reed boat
in which to try for an Atlantic crossing. In The Ra Expeditions he does not mention the Torrey
Canyon, but that book, published in 1969, is exceptional for its day for the public stand it makes
against marine pollution. Well out in the South Atlantic, after several weeks at sea, he and his
crew come acrossdrifting lumps of black asphalt as far as the eye could see. The Atlantic was no
longer blue but grey-green and opaque, covered with clots of oil ranging from pin-head size to
the dimensions of an average sandwich. We might have been in a squalid city port. It became
clear to all of us that mankind really was in the process of polluting its most vital wellspring, our
planet’s indispensable filtration plant, the ocean. We must make an outcry about this to everyone
who would listen. What was the good of … fighting over social reforms … as long as every
nation allowed our common artery, the ocean, to become a common sewer for oil slush and
chemical waste? Did we still cling to the medieval idea that the sea was infinite?Yes, Thor, we
did.My love of natural history had set me up for some level of elementary awareness. When in
childhood you learn to play a musical instrument, and you love it, you learn to appreciate and
understand music in its component parts rather than just its compound effect, a different
dimension and a very personal level of involvement – a sense of belonging. ‘What are you
doing?’ my friends at school would enquire incredulously as I pored over some insect crawling
across my desk, as if looking closely at insects was obscene. But it was endemic, a part of who I
was: no going back, no good denying it or fighting it off. I was a hopeless case.We had not
foreseen what could or would be the wider impact if a super-tanker lost its cargo at sea, just as



now we have yet to experience what man-induced global warming will bring. But back then I had
no doubt. I had never been surer of anything in my life. It wasn’t just in my bones, it was in the pit
of my stomach; an empty trembling, a strength-sapping void. It was in the dryness of my mouth,
in the stinging of my eyes. I wanted to drop what I was doing there and then, and go there, not to
perform any particular function – I never imagined I could do anything to prevent it or lessen its
impact. It was as though I had been told that someone dear and important to me had died – that
it had happened – but that I refused to believe it until I had seen the corpse for myself, clutched
the cold hand and then forced myself to face the awful truth. It was as if a hundred years of what
we had done to Margam Marshes were being crammed into a few hours. It was the awfulness of
the inevitable future arriving, out there, almost within sight, right now.Land’s End seemed to split
the oil slick in two, its blackness threatening some of Cornwall’s most famous beaches and
some of her most majestic coastal scenery. At sea there were now nineteen ships employed
spraying detergent on the oil. Burning it had failed and our inexperience led us to seek to
disperse it by any means we could. It assumed top government priority. Prime Minister Harold
Wilson, who had a holiday home in the Scilly Isles, came down to inspect the damage for
himself. Troops were deployed on land and the navy at sea, and there was a huge effort from
local authorities and the public. Thirty thousand gallons of detergent were being poured on to
the sea every day. On Easter Sunday morning at 1.27 a.m. the first oil hit the first beach at St
Just and Sennen Cove. An almost continuous tide of foul black oil was engulfing the toe of
Cornwall for over sixty miles from St Ives in the north round to St Michael’s Mount in the
south.The story ran and ran. The column of smoke rising from the bombed wreck was visible
from my window as a dark smudge along the western horizon, obscenely beautiful, like an
unmapped mountain range melting in the setting sun. I could taste its rancour on the wind, like
Brasso, metallic and sour. But the national dailies and television coverage gave frustratingly
inadequate information to someone who urgently needed to know fact and detail. No one
seemed to be interested in the huge threat to marine life, especially the birds, so vulnerable on
the surface of the sea. I wanted answers – hard numbers. Which bird species? How many of
each? Nobody seemed to understand that at this moment in the year tens of thousands,
possibly hundreds of thousands, of seabirds were mustering, bobbing, diving and feeding and
displaying in huge rafts on the surface of the sea just to the west of us. Out there, off Cornwall,
feeding on the colossal balls of sand eels in the shallow waters of the continental shelf, was their
habitual collecting ground before dispersing to their breeding cliffs up and down the length of
Britain. No one seemed to realise that it would be decades before this incident was over.It isn’t
really surprising. In 1967 there was no such thing as an environmental correspondent. Regular
staff reporters and newscasters barely seemed to know a swan from a seal and somehow
always managed to get them both wrong. Desperate for a good story, some even invented birds
that didn’t exist. When at last the emphasis did shift, one Sunday paper was to report that
penguins were dying in their thousands and another that nearly 90 per cent of the rare Macaroni
bird had been wiped out. (The French for razorbill is petit pingouin and for puffin is macareux



moine.) The nearest penguin was the other end of the globe and, if he meant puffins, there were
mercifully few present in those waters.I was close, only a few miles across the water. I had to go.
It was important to me in a way I couldn’t explain or deny. I gave up trying to discuss it with my
work colleagues. Not to have gone would have shut me off, forced me to deny old Bob and shrug
off all the years of prying, exploring, observing and learning as though they had never happened.
I felt severed from my own origins, my alter ego pretending to colleagues that I was
unconcerned, abstract and indifferent like them – that it was unfortunate, of course, but that
maybe in the grand scheme of things it didn’t really matter. Nothing could have been further from
the truth. I was mesmerised by it, almost afraid to go and look because I knew that it was bigger
than my work. In the pit of my stomach I sensed that my brief courtship with industry was over.
What I would find was irresistible and it would prove to be cathartic.Easter provided a brief
holiday. I took three days’ leave and drove to Cornwall. As the oil came ashore on more and
more beaches and in harbours, coves and estuaries all round Cornwall, so the extent of the
environmental tragedy gradually revealed itself. I drove first to the tiny, picturesque harbour of
Porthleven on the south coast where I had holidayed as a child. Thick black scum swirled in and
out on every wave. The harbour was massed with people running, people shouting, getting in
one another’s way, women in tears, old fishermen open-mouthed in disbelief. Drums of detergent
were being tipped into the sea willy nilly, without any real sense of co-operation or co-ordination,
turning the black crust into a frothy, cappuccino mess. I saw no dead birds, only people
traumatised, frantic and helpless.
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DrDJMP, “Beautifully written. A wonderfully written, evocative reflection on the author’s
experience founding and running a field center in the Scottish Highlands. Highly recommend!”

Nancyj, “Beautifully written.... It seems almost to be poetry. So lyrically written that I could
envision being there. And consequently, I have booked a trip to Aigas in 2020.Yes, I definitely
recommend this book!”

Linda Nieman, “You actually feel like you are walking along side with him enjoying nature.. A well
written story , enjoyable reading and draws you right in.”

Denzil, “A book to read; a song to sing. I’ve never been to the Aigas Field Centre (unfortunately),
which the author established in 1977 and which is the focus of this book. But thanks to Mr. Lister-
Kaye’s excellent book, I feel I know it and the surrounding area as well as I do my own garden
and local patch of countryside.His powers of observation are phenomenal and his way with
words when he describes his experiences are exceptional. His description of the Uroceros wood
wasp laying her eggs in a log is a prime example. “She is a power tool in chitin … straining like
every schoolboy who has tried to force his compass points into the desktop”. I feel I am there,
crouching down with the author, and like him I have to stand up and stretch my sore legs.That’s
the magic of Lister-Kaye: he’s not just telling you about his intimate experiences; he’s sharing
them with you. Read this and you’ll find yourself hearing the wild songs of the rolling earth
yourself, without a doubt.”

G M., “A sense of place. This is a beautifully crafted book about 'duthchas' - the Gaelic word for
a sense of belonging to a place. It's the story of the author's passion for nature - formed in his
earliest boyhood, developed through his schooldays with, at its core, an examination of his love
affair with the natural environment in and around his field studies centre and home at Aigas, in
the Highlands of Scotland.The small, beautifully illustrated, book leaves you breathless at the
breadth of its scope: from history and folklore to etymology & entomology; from zoology to
botany to ornithology; from philosophy to neuro-physiology; from agriculture to ecology; from
nature observation to humorous anecdote; from drama to moving pathos. He describes with
poetic, apt imagery the nesting swifts, mating adders, badgers, otters, wood wasps, frozen
wrens, the people in his Glen...the list is endless.The author writes not only with passion but with
poetry, compassion, empathy and curiosity: at its heart this book questions the 'whys' of nature -
what JLK terms 'the insight conundrum'. His style is accessible, yet erudite, allusive yet original.
He quotes from mentors such as Frank Fraser Darling and more humble sources such as crofter-
neighbour, Bella Macrae. Weaving in and out of this autobiographical exploration of Aigas and
its significance both to the author and his family and to the hundreds of people who have
personally experienced Aigas programmes, is a philosophical musing on man's impact on the



environment - for better and for worse.The book is intensely satisfying, offering beautiful prose
that warrants re-reading to savour fully the incredibly apt language and imagery used, alongside
dramatic or intensely moving incidents and passages of scholarly erudition. The reader is left,
feeling that this man has let you share not just his history and home, his business venture and
family, but his very raison d'etre and soul.  It is a privilege to have been invited in.”

Mrs Gillian Richards, “A lovely book on part of our countryside.. I loved this book being a country
person. Great depth and attention to detail when describing his adventure in setting up a center
to help people understand and appreciate the natural world.”

Jonesy 25, “Best nature writer around. I love John Lister Kaye's books. He has such a lyrical
way of writing, transporting you and painting a vivid picture in your own imagination. In my
opinion he is the best nature writer around.”

ronald hunter, “A Pleasure to Read. I would recommend this and other books by this man as
"priority reading". Not only because they express his own love and fascination for nature, but
also because of the way he is able to convey this to anyone willing to read his books. He is not
only able to explain how we humans are mismanaging the earth and how to see nature in all its
glory but he does so in such a beautiful way, with such glorious prose, that its just a pleasure to
read. Keep writing Sir John!”

G M., “Song of the Rolling Earth. This is a beautifully crafted book about 'duthchas' - the Gaelic
word for a sense of belonging to a place. It's the story of the author's passion for nature - formed
in his earliest boyhood and developed throughout his life. At its core, it is an examination of his
25 year love affair with the natural environment in and around his field studies centre and home
at Aigas in the Highlands of Scotland.The small, beautifully illustrated, book leaves the reader
breathless at the breadth of its scope: from history and folklore to etymology and entomology,
from zoology to botany to ornithology, from philosophy to neuro-physiology, from agriculture to
ecology, from nature observation to humorous anecdote, from drama to moving pathos. He
describes with poetic, apt imagery a nesting swift, mating adders, a badger, an otter, a wood
wasp, the wood at night, frozen wrens, the people in the Glen...the list is endless.The author
writes not only with passion but with poetry, compassion, empathy and curiosity: at its heart this
book questions the 'whys' of nature - what the author calls 'the insight conundrum'. His style is
erudite yet effortlessly accessible, allusive yet original. He quotes from Frank Fraser Darling and
more humble friends and neighbours, such as crofter-neighbour Bella Macrae. Weaving in and
out of this autobiographical exploration of Aigas and its significance both to the author and his
family and to the thousands of people who have personally experienced Aigas programmes, is a
philosophical musing on man's impact on the environment - for better and for worse.The book is
intensely satisfying, offering beautiful prose that warrants re-reading to savour the incredibly apt



language and imagery used, alongside dramatic or intensely moving incidents and passages of
scholarly erudition. The reader is left, feeling that the author has let you share not just his history
and home but his very raison d'etre and soul. It is a privilege to have been invited in.”

The book by John Lister-Kaye has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 41 people have provided feedback.
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